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Raman experiments on bulk FeSe revealed that the low-frequency part of B1g Raman response
RB1g(Ω), which probes nematic fluctuations, rapidly decreases below the nematic transition at Tn ∼
85K. Such behavior is usually associated with the gap opening and at a first glance is inconsistent
with the fact that FeSe remains a metal below Tn, with sizable hole and electron pockets. We argue
that the drop of RB1g(Ω) in a nematic metal comes about because the nematic order drastically
changes the orbital content of the pockets and makes them nearly mono-orbital. In this situation B1g
Raman response gets reduced by the same vertex corrections that enforce charge conservation. The
reduction holds at low frequencies and gives rise to gap-like behavior of RB1g(Ω), in full agreement
with the experimental data.
Introduction. Bulk Fe-chalcogenide FeSe has recently
attracted a lot of attention due to a peculiar property,
not seen in other Fe-based superconductors – the emer-
gence of a nematic order (a spontaneous breaking of C4
lattice symmetry down to C2) below Tn ∼ 85 K, without
antiferromagnetism nearby [1–4]. Extensive STM and
ARPES studies [5–18] revealed a sizeable deformation of
hole and electron Fermi surfaces (FSs) below Tn, which
are well reproduced by introducing an electronic orbital
splitting [8, 11, 19–21].
A remarkable indication of the electronic nature of
the nematic transition in FeSe has been provided by
Raman measurements [22–25]. In a metal, the Ra-
man response probes density-like fluctuations at a finite
frequency Ω and vanishing momenta q, modulated by
a form factor, which depends on relative polarizations
of the incoming and outgoing light and transforms ac-
cording to the point-group representation of the crystal
[26]. When the Raman factor reduces to a constant as,
e.g., in a fully symmetric channel in a single-band sys-
tem, the Raman response is proportional to the density
correlator and vanishes at q = 0 and finite Ω, because
fermionic density is a conserved quantity [4, 27–34]. The
response that probes electronic nematic correlations is
in the non-symmetric B1g scattering channel [35], and a
generic belief is that it is finite in a metal, because no
conservation law applies [4, 29–32]. Above the nematic
transition, the measured profile of the Raman intensity
RB1g(Ω) at small frequencies is well approximated by
RB1g (Ω) ∝ Im[χB1g (Ω)/(1 − UχB1g (Ω)], where U is the
attractive interaction in the d−wave particle-hole chan-
nel, and the B1g Raman susceptibility has a conventional
relaxation form [4, 29, 36] χB1g (Ω) = χB1g (q = 0,Ω) ∝
2iγ/(Ω+2iγ), where the scattering rate γ is either due to
impurities [4] or to electron-electron interaction [31, 32].
This yields
RB1g(Ω) ∝ Ωγ
Ω2 + 4γ2(1− U/Ucr)2 , (1)
where Ucr is the value of U at which the system develops
a nematic order. As U approaches Ucr, the peak width
narrows as 1 − U/Ucr and the intensity of the peak in-
creases as 1/(1 − U/Ucr). Both results agree with the
data, which show that the peak in RB1g(Ω) narrows and
moves to a lower energy as T approaches Tn.
However, this agreement holds only at T above the ne-
matic transition. Below Tn, the data show that RB1g(Ω)
rapidly drops at Ω . 200 cm−1. Such behavior is ex-
pected when quasiparticles acquire a finite gap (e.g.,
when superconductivity develops[33, 34]). However, FeSe
remains a metal in the nematic phase, with deformed,
but still sizable hole and electron pockets. We show be-
low that the Fermi-surface deformation has little effect
on the behavior of RB1g(Ω) at small frequencies. We ar-
gue that the origin of the gap-like behavior of RB1g(Ω)
is the change of the orbital composition of the pockets
below Tn.
The outline of our reasoning is as follows. In the
tetragonal phase, FeSe has two nearly circular hole pock-
ets at the zone center Γ and two electron pockets at
M = (pi, pi) (in the 2Fe Brillouin-zone notation), split
by spin-orbit coupling into inner and outer pockets [37].
The hole and the inner electron pocket are constructed
out of dxz and dyz orbitals, and the outer electron pocket
has predominantly dxy character. The B1g Raman ver-
tex is ΓB1g = d
†
xzdxz − d†yzdyz, where d†, d are creation
and annihilation operators for the corresponding orbitals
[4, 23, 38]. In the band basis, ΓB1g is then highly sen-
sitive to the orbital composition of the pockets. In the
tetragonal phase ΓB1g has pure d-wave symmetry, e.g.,
near the outer hole pocket it is d†hdh cos 2θ, where d
†
h, dh
are band operators and θ is the angle along the pocket.
The nematic order parameter ∆ breaks C4 symmetry be-
tween the orbital occupations and induces an additional
term ∆h(d
†
xzdxz−d†yzdyz) in the Hamiltonian [39]. When
this order develops, it not only elongates hole and in-
ner electron pockets in the directions set by the signs of
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Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of the Raman suscep-
tibility for the case when impurity scattering rate has only
s−wave component. In the tetragonal phase, Raman vertex
has pure d−wave form, and vertex corrections due to impu-
rity scattering vanish. In the nematic phase, the vertex has
both d-wave and s-wave components. The s−wave part of the
Raman susceptibility is eliminated by vertex corrections.
changes the orbital content of the pockets. In FeSe, the
pockets are small, and the orbital content changes quite
drastically. Calculations [8, 19–21] and polarized ARPES
data [14, 16] show that deep inside the nematic phase the
outer hole pocket becomes predominantly dxz electron
pocket becomes predominantly dyz, or vice versa. This in
turn affects ΓB1g , which develops an angle-independent
component, proportional to the nematic order param-
eter. When the Fermi pockets become nearly mono-
orbital, this component becomes the dominant one and
B1g Raman susceptibility becomes almost identical to
the susceptibility in the density channel. The latter,
we remind, vanishes at q = 0 and finite Ω by charge
conservation [31–34]. Accordingly, the B1g Raman in-
tensity should also get strongly reduced. This holds at
Ω ≤ 2 − 3∆. At larger Ω the electronic excitations re-
cover the same orbital character of the tetragonal phase
and RB1g(Ω) rapidly increases.
At the computational level, the reduction of RB1g(Ω)
is associated with the effect of vertex corrections, which
must be included along with the fermionic damping
iγ, once the Raman vertex acquires an s-wave compo-
nent [41]. The damping rate itself does not change much
by nematic order, again because the system remains a
metal. The exact form of the reduced RB1g(Ω) at small
frequencies depends on the details of fermionic disper-
sion, as we will show below. However, the reduction of
the Raman response in the B1g channel in the nematic
phase due to the change of the orbital composition of the
pockets is a rather general and robust result. Below we
discuss in detail the contribution to RB1g(Ω) from the
hole pockets at Γ. The contribution to RB1g(Ω) from
the electron pockets is analyzed along the same lines.
Orbital composition of the hole pocket. The low-




Ψ†k,σh0τ0 + h1τ1 + ητ2 + (h3 + ∆h)τ3Ψk,σ,
where Ψ ≡ (dxz, dyz) is a spinor in the orbital space,
h0(k) = 0 − k2/(2m), h1(k) = 2ckxky, and h3(k) =
−b(k2x − k2y) are hopping integrals in momentum space
(0 includes the static self-energy that accounts for the
shrinking of the hole pockets [8, 21, 43]), ∆h = ∆h(T )
is the magnitude of the nematic order, which we set to be
positive, and η is the spin-orbit (LS) coupling. The ne-
matic order can originate from a d−wave Pomeranchuk
instability [30, 40, 44] or from composite spin fluctua-
tions [8, 43, 45]. For our purposes, the microscopic ori-
gin of the nematic order parameter is not important,
and in the following we will just compare the Raman
response in the presence and in the absence of ∆h. To
simplify the presentation, in analytical formulas below we
set b = c > 0, in which case the pocket in the tetragonal
phase is circular. For numerical calculations we choose
the hopping parameters to best match the data on FeSe.
The transformation from the orbital to the band basis
is described by the unitary matrix with components u2k =
cos2 θ¯k, |vk|2 = sin2 θ¯k, where
cos 2θ¯k =
bk2 cos 2θ −∆h√
b2k4 + ∆2h − 2bk2∆h cos 2θ + η2
(3)
and θ is the angle along the hole pocket. At η = ∆h = 0,
two hole bands necessary cross the Fermi level and form
the inner and the outer hole pockets. When η or ∆h
(or both) are non-zero, the inner pocket gets smaller and
may sink below the Fermi level. In FeSe, only the outer
hole pocket has been detected in the nematic state, and
in analytical treatment we focus on the corresponding
band, i.e., approximate the Hamiltonian in the band ba-




h,kdh,k with Ek = 0 − k2/(2m) +√
b2k4 + ∆2h − 2bk2∆h cos 2θ + η2. The weight of dxz
and dyz orbitals is given by |vk|2 = (1 − cos 2θ¯k)/2 and
u2k = (1 + cos 2θ¯k)/2, respectively. In the tetragonal
phase cos 2θ¯k ∝ cos 2θ, and dxz and dyz orbitals equally
contribute to band excitations. In the nematic phase,
the weight depends on the ratio λ = ∆h/(bk
2). When λ
is small, the two orbitals still contribute nearly equally.
However, when λ  1, cos 2θ¯k ≈ −1, independent on
θ. In this limit, the hole pocket is made almost entirely
of dxz orbitals. In FeSe, its value at the Fermi level,
λF ∼ ∆h/(bk2F ), is larger than in other Fe-based super-
conductors because EF ≤ 10meV is smaller. Recent po-
larized ARPES study did find [14, 16] that the weight of
the dxz is over 80% along the hole pocket.
The Raman response in the nematic phase. The
change of the orbital composition of the excitations has
a profound effect on the Raman response in the nematic
phase. The B1g Raman vertex in the band basis is
3No vertex corrections
















Figure 2. Raman intensity in B1g channel, obtained neglect-
ing vertex corrections. Solid/dashed lines denote the result
in the tetragonal/nematic state. (a) Intraband response for
an outer hole pocket. (b) Combined response from inner and
outer hole pockets. Blue lines – the sum of intraband re-
sponses; orange line – interband response. The intraband
response primarily comes from the outer hole pocket and ac-
tually increases in the nematic state. The interband response
is smaller and it gets reduced in the nematic state because
the inner hole pockets sinks below the Fermi level.
expressed as[46] d†h,kdh,k cos 2θ¯k, and the Raman inten-
sity is RB1g (Ω) ∝ Im[χB1g (Ω)/(1 − UχB1g (Ω)], where
χB1g (Ω) = χB1g (q = 0,Ω) is the fully dressed particle-
hole susceptibility with Raman side vertices cos 2θ¯k, and
U is the attractive interaction in the d−wave particle-
hole channel. The diagrams for the Raman suscepti-
bility are presented in Fig. 1 under the simplifying as-
sumption that the scattering rate γ is angle-independent.
The dressed bubble is χB1g (Ω) = χ
se
B1g
(Ω) + χvB1g (Ω),
where χseB1g (Ω) ∝ 2iγ/(Ω + 2iγ) is the particle-hole bub-
ble made of fermions with damping rate γ, and χvB1g (Ω)
accounts for vertex corrections. In the tetragonal phase,
cos 2θ¯k ∝ cos 2θ. One can easily verify that vertex
corrections due to impurity scattering vanish because¸




RB1g(Ω) as in Eq. (1). In the nematic phase, RB1g(Ω)
changes because the pocket becomes elliptical and be-
cause the orbital content of hole excitations changes. We
verified (see Fig. 2a) that the change of the pocket shape
from circular to elliptical only weakly affects the Ra-
man intensity. The second effect, however, strongly re-
duces the B1g Raman bubble. To understand this, we
note from Eq. (3) that in the nematic phase, in addition
to the d−wave cos 2θ term, cos 2θ¯k acquires an angle-
independent, s−wave component, proportional to the ne-
matic order parameter itself. Neglecting other contribu-
tions for simplicity, we write cos 2θ¯k = Γs,k + Γd,k cos 2θ.
For the d−wave component, vertex corrections are still
irrelevant, but for s−wave component they are non-zero
and have to be included. At small frequencies, we can
approximate Γs,k and Γd,k by constants Γs,kF = Γs and
Γd,kF = Γd. Summing up ladder series of vertex correc-
tions (see Fig. 1) we obtain[46]












where NF is the density of states at the Fermi level.
Adding up the two terms we find that the s-wave con-
tribution cancels out, as expected since for a constant
Γs form factor the Raman susceptibility is proportional
to ordinary density (charge) susceptibility, and the latter
vanishes at q = 0 and finite Ω because of charge conser-
vation.
The rest yields






Ω2 + 4γ2(1− UΓ2d/Ucr)2
. (5)
The result can be straightforwardly extended to the case
when the damping rate has both s−wave and d−wave
components, γs and γd. In this situation, we find that
that Eq. (5) holds, but γ = γs − γd.
We see that the full Raman RB1g(Ω) in the nematic
phase retains the same functional form as in Eq. (1), but
the overall factor and U are multiplied by Γ2d. At large
λF , when the Fermi hole pocket becomes almost entirely
dxz, Γs ≈ −1 and Γd ∼ 1/λF is small. Then RB1g(Ω) is
strongly reduced. The drop of RB1g(Ω) was phenomeno-
logically attributed in [47] to the reduction in the damp-
ing rate. In our theory, γ does not change, and the reduc-
tion is due to the small factor Γ2d. The reduction holds
only at small frequencies. At larger Ω, typical fermionic
momenta k get larger, λ = ∆h/(bk
2) gets smaller, and
Γd,k increases. The Raman intensity RB1g(Ω) increases
as well and eventually recovers its value in the tetrago-
nal phase (see Fig. 3). Note in passing that long-range
Coulomb interaction does not affect RB1g(Ω) by the same
reasons as outlined in Refs. [33, 34] – the ”mixed” bub-
ble with B1g Raman vertex on one side and a constant
(s−wave) vertex on the other, vanishes due to vertex cor-
rections, even when both Γs and Γd are non-zero.
Numerical calculations. To set up a more realistic
comparison with the experimental data we computed the
Raman susceptibility χB1g in the tetragonal and nematic
phases numericaly[46], using parameters appropriate to
reproduce the band dispersion of FeSe, as measured by
ARPES. For χseB1g , we found that the contribution to
RB1g(Ω) from the outer hole pocket (left panel in Fig.
2) agrees well with the analytical result, Eq. (1), over
all the relevant frequency range, despite the fact that
Eq. (1) has been obtained by expanding near the Fermi














Figure 3. Intraband Raman response from the outer hole
pocket, obtained by including vertex corrections with a
frequency-dependent Raman vertex defined by Eq. (6)-(7).
Inset: temperature dependence of the nematic order param-
eter ∆h(T ) used for the calculations. The Raman response
recovers its form in the tetragonal phase at Ω ≤ 3∆h. The
addition of the inner hole pocket does not change this behav-
ior.
surface[46]. To obtain the full χseB1g , one should also in-
clude interband contribution from particle-hole excita-
tions between the two hole bands. We show the results
in Fig. 2b. Because the inner hole pocket sinks below
the Fermi level, the inter-band contribution is small at
low frequencies. The difference between RB1g(Ω) in the
tetragonal and the nematic phases in this figure is due
to nematicity-induced modification of the dispersions of
the two bands. We see that the change of RB1g(Ω) is
marginal: the intraband contribution gets slightly en-
hanced below Tn, and the interband one gets reduced
and shifts to larger frequencies. The situation changes
drastically when we include vertex corrections. The most
significant change is for the intraband contribution, and
we focus on this term. To obtain the intraband contribu-
tion to RB1g(Ω) in the full frequency range, we kept the
dependence of cos 2θ¯k on the momenta k, and did not
restrict to k ≈ kF . Then Γs and Γd become functions of





















(2pi)2 δ(Ω − Ek) is the frequency-
dependent density of states. The Raman response
RB1g(Ω) is given by Eq.(5) with Γd = Γd(Ω). We re-
call that deep in the nematic phase, we have at small
frequencies Γs(Ω) ≈ −1 and Γd(Ω) ≈ 0, This should lead
to a near-complete suppression of RB1g(Ω) (see Eq.(5)).
As Ω increases, the relevant k increase, and the s-wave
component of cos 2θ¯k gets smaller. At large k (high fre-
quencies), bk2  ∆h, and for a generic θ one recovers
cos 2θ¯k ∝ cos 2θ. Then the Raman response should be-
come the same as in the tetragonal phase. We show the
result for RB1g(Ω) in Fig. 3. We used the mean-field
temperature dependence of ∆h = ∆h(T ), which is in
good agreement with the temperature evolution of the
band dispersion below Tn[8]. We see the behavior which
we just outlined. Namely, at small Ω the intraband Ra-
man response progressively develops a gap-like behavior
as T is lowered below Tn. At larger frequencies, RB1g(Ω)
rapidly increases and becomes the same as in the tetrag-
onal phase. This behavior is in full agreement with the
experimental data in [22, 24].
Summary and Discussion. In this work we have shown
that the observed gap-like behavior of the B1g Raman re-
sponse in FeSe in a nematic metal is a direct consequence
of the change of orbital composition of the pockets, which
become nearly mono-orbital at T  Tn. The change
in the orbital content of the pockets induces the angle-
independent component of the B1g Raman form-factor at
the expense of the original cos 2θ component. The Ra-
man intensity RB1g(Ω) contains only the non-symmetric
d-wave part of the form-factor. When pockets become
nearly mono-orbital, the d-wave component of the form-
factor gets strongly reduced at Ω ≤ 2−3∆h, and the B1g
Raman intensity drops.
To put our results in a broader context, we note that so
far the orbital reconstruction of fermionic excitations in
FeSe due to nematicity has been proven only by means
of polarized ARPES measurements [14, 16], which are
sensitive to the surface. Our work shows that the Ra-
man spectroscopy, which is a bulk probe, shows evidence
of the same effect. Namely, the suppression of the Ra-
man response at T below Tn necessarily implies a strong
mixing between d-wave and s-wave channels, and we ar-
gue that the mixing is the consequence of the change
of the orbital composition of fermionic excitations. In
this respect, our findings are inconsistent with the sce-
nario of orbital-dependent spectral weights, put forward
in Refs. [11, 19, 48–50]. Within that scenario, the or-
bital weights u2k and |vk|2 would be further rescaled by
Z. This rescaling would act against the reduction of the
yz spectral weight on the outer hole pocket and prevent
this pocket from becoming mono-orbital. Then the Ra-
man form-factor would retain its d-wave form, and the
Raman response would remain largely the same in the
nematic phase, in disagreement with the data.
The reduction of RB1g(Ω) at T < Tn due to orbital
transmutation is quite generic and should hold for any
system undergoing a nematic transition. However, the
strength of the transmutation and associated drop of
RB1g(Ω) in the nematic phase depends on details of the
band structure. It would be highly desirable to analyze
this scenario for other iron-based systems.
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Table I. Band parameters for the hole pockets at Γ in the nematic and in the tetragonal phase.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
I. BAND STRUCTURE AND ORBITAL WEIGHTS
According to Eq. (2) in the main text the low-energy electronic structure of FeSe around the Γ point can be
described by the following approximated Hamiltonian Hˆ in the orbital space
Hˆ =
(
h0(k) + h3(k) + ∆h h1(k)− iη
h1(k) + iη h0(k)− h3(k)−∆h
)
, (8)
where the hi components explicitly read
h0(k) = 0 − k2/(2m), h1(k) = 2ckxky, h3(k) = −b(k2x − k2y), (9)
η is the spin-orbit (SO) interaction and ∆h the nematic order parameter at the Γ point. By a straightforward
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (8), one recovers the eigenvalues
E±,k = h0(k)± h(k) = h0(k)±
√
h1(k)2 + (h3(k) + ∆h)2 + η2, (10)
defining the band dispersion of the inner/outer hole pocket. In Table I we report the set of band parameters used to
better reproduce the experimental measurements. We introduce a ≡ 1/(2m) and set b = c, meaning that the pockets
are assumed to be circular in the tetragonal phase. The nematic order parameter is assumed to be temperature-
dependent below Tn is a mean-field fashion. For practical purposes we use the approximated analytical expression
∆h = ∆h,0(1 − x4/3)
√
1− x4, with x = T/Tn. The value of 0 changes when the magnitude of the nematic order
increases in such a way that the top of the outer pocket is kept approximately fixed at ∼ 9, 10 meV. This is consistent
with the analysis of Ref. [8], considering that 0 includes already the temperature-dependent isotropic self-energy
correction due to spin fluctuations, responsible for the shrinking of the hole pockets both in the tetragonal and
nematic phase. This effect, along with the splitting of the two pockets at the zone center due to SO interaction, is
responsible for the fact that the inner hole pocket sinks below the Fermi level already in the tetragonal phase.






i,kdi,k, where i = +/− denotes the outer/inner pocket, and
the band operators can be written in terms of the orbital operators as


















Notice that u2k + |vk|2 = 1 as usual, so that |vk|2 = 1/2 [1− (h3(k)−∆h)/h(k)]. For the sake of compactness, we
thus define u2k ≡ cos2 θ¯k and |vk|2 ≡ sin2 θ¯k. As a fingerprint of C4 symmetry, in the tetragonal phase (∆h = 0) and
in absence of SO coupling (η = 0), one immediately finds that u2k = cos
2 θ and |vk|2 = sin2 θ, being θ the angle along
the pockets, such that kx = k cos θ, ky = k sin θ. On the contrary, when λ = ∆h/(bk
2)  1 deep inside the nematic
phase, one notices that u2k ' 0 and |vk|2 ' 1 regardless of θ, meaning that in this limit the orbital character becomes
almost entirely dxz in the outer pocket and dyz in the inner one (see Fig. 4a). When SO interaction is included, the
two orbital characters get mixed, the transition to the mono-orbital configuration in the nematic phase is smoothened
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Figure 4. Orbital content of the Γ pocket as a function of θ in the tetragonal (dashed lines) and in the nematic phase (solid
lines). Red lines refer to |vk|2, green lines to u2k.
II. COMPUTING THE FULL B1g RAMAN RESPONSE
As it is well known[51], the Raman response can be related to a density-like correlation function, where the density
operator is weighted with a momentum-dependent factor which accounts for the incoming/outgoing light polarization.
Starting from the orbital model (8), the B1g Raman vertex can then be defined as ΓB1g ≡ [∂H/∂k2x − ∂H/∂k2y]. By
using the explicit expressions for the hi(k) functions one then finds that ΓˆB1g ∝ τˆ3 in the orbital basis. Using then
Eq. (11), the B1g Raman density can be rewritten in the band basis as
d†xz,kdxz,k − d†yz,kdyz,k = (u2k − |vk|2)(d†−,kd−,k − d†+,kd+,k) + 2ukvkd†−,kd+,k + 2ukv∗kd†+,kd−,k, (13)
showing that the Raman density operator in the B1g channel has both an intraband and an interband component. In
particular, one can define
ΓintraB1g (k, θ) ∝ u2k − |vk|2 =
h3(k)−∆h
h(k)




so that |ΓinterB1g |2 ∝ 1− cos2 2θ¯k ≡ sin2 2θ¯k. The full B1g Raman response is associated with the imaginary part of the
density-density correlation function with two Raman vertices, evaluated in the long-wavelength limit (q = 0), i.e.
χB1g (q = 0,Ω) = χ
intra












[G+(k, ω + Ω/2)G+(k, ω − Ω/2) + G−(k, ω + Ω/2)G−(k, ω − Ω/2)] (16)








[G+(k, ω + Ω/2)G−(k, ω − Ω/2) + G−(k, ω + Ω/2)G+(k, ω − Ω/2)] , (17)
where G±(k, ω) ≡ [ω − E±,k + iγsng(ω)]−1 is the T = 0 electronic Green’s function and γ > 0 is the scattering rate
due to impurities. The tendency towards nematic instability can be explained by adding a finite attraction U acting







RinterB1g ∝ Im[χinterB1g ]. (19)
The results for RB1g are shown in Fig. 2 of the main manuscript. As already discussed there, one finds that at small
frequencies the interband component is not relevant and the intraband contribution associated with particle-hole
excitations in the inner pocket is strongly sub-leading compered to the outer pocket one. Therefore, let us focus on
the (outer pocket) intraband component only. The integrals over frequency in Eq.s (16)-(17) can be solved analytically
9in a straightforward way, while the integration in the momentum space is performed numerically. More specifically,
for the intraband part we have
















In the tetragonal phase (∆h = 0) and in absence of SO interaction (η = 0), the band dispersion is parabolic and angle
independent, i.e. E+,k = 0−k2/(2m)+bk2 = 0−k2/(2m∗). In addition since cos 2θ¯k ≡ u2k−|vk|2 = cos2 θ−sin2 θ =
cos 2θ the intraband Raman tensor depends only on the angle. In this situation the angle and momentum integration
in Eq. (20) are decoupled, and the Raman polarization factor gives simply a constant pre-factor when integrated over
θ. The integration over momenta can also be performed analitically, and the final results depends in general on 0/Ω
and 0/γ. In the limit when both ratios are much larger than 1, so that finite-band effects are negligible and the
Fermi energy is the largest energy scale in the problem, one recovers the well-known analytical result mentioned in





This can be seen by rewriting the first term in Eq. (16) (up to constant prefactors) as



















GR+(E+, ω + Ω/2)GR+(E+, ω − Ω/2)
]






where GA+/GB+ denote the advanced/retarded Green’s functions respectively (i.e. sng(ω±Ω/2) = −/+). By performing
the integration over frequency fist, explicit analytical calculations lead to









Ω− E+ + iγ + log
−E+ + iγ















E+ + Ω + iγ
E+ + iγ
+ log




In the case of FeSe the Fermi level is rather small, and in addition the presence of SO interaction leads to deviation
from a pure parabolic behvaior already in the tetragonal phase. Nonetheless, the direct comparison between the
numerical solution of Eq. (20) at T > Tn and Eq. (21) shows that, despite some quantitative deviation, the qualitative
behavior of the Raman bubble pretty much follows the analytical expression. For this reason, while computing the
vertex corrections we will rely on the infinite-bandwidth limit for χintraB1g , that allows one for an analytical solution of
the self-consistent vertex equation.
III. VERTEX CORRECTIONS IN THE LADDER APPROXIMATION
To understand the role of vertex corrections, let us focus now on the density-density response χ(q = 0, ω) for a
single-band model. In a perfect metal, the simultaneous conservation of energy and momentum implies that intraband
particle-hole excitations at zero external momentum transfer (q = 0) are not permitted. However, in the presence of
impurities and/or interactions the electronic energy levels get broader in a range of order γ, allowing for a nonzero
χ(ω) at energies lower than ∼ 2γ, see Eq. (21). As discussed in the previous Section, this result has been obtained by
including self-energy effects in the electronic Green’s functions G. Indeed, in the presence of impurities the scattering
rate γ introduced in the Green’s function is given by the imaginary part of the self-energy at zero frequency computed
in the Born approximation[? ], so that it is explicitly given by
γ ≡ piniV 20 NF , (25)
where ni is the concentration of impurities, NF the electron density at the Fermi level and V0 the scattering potential,
assumed to be momentum and angular-independent for simplicity. As a consequence, including self-energy corrections
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Figure 5. Comparison between the analytical result (21) (black, dashed line) and the numerical solution of Eq. (20) (red plain
line), obtained by using the band parameters reported in Table S1 at T ≥ Tn and by fixing the electron broadening at γ ' 6
meV.
one obtains for the density-density correlation function χ(ω) the same result as Eq. (21) above, i.e.










where we used the same decompositon in R/A components introduced in Eq.s (23)-(24) above. However, it is evident
that Eq. (26) cannot be the final response, since charge conservation implies that χ(ω) = 0 at any finite frequency.
The reason is very simple: the density-density correlation function at q = 0 at finite frequency represents the response
to a uniform potential. Due to charge conservation, changing the charge density in one place can only be done by
redistributing it, but this cannot be achieved with a uniform potential. As a consequence χ(q = 0, ω) = 0 must vanish
identically. To recover this result, one has to include, along with the self-energy corrections (26), the vertex corrections
due to disorder, by summing up the series of particle-hole bubbles with increasing number of scattering events linking












(2pi)2G(k′, ω, ω + Ω)G(k′, ω)
. (27)
The full density response is then given by
χ(Ω) = χse(Ω) + χv(Ω). (28)
As shown e.g. in Ref. [41], the relevant vertex corrections act on the RA component of the fermionic bubble. In




GR(k, ω, ω + Ω)GA(k, ω) = 2piiNF
Ø + 2iγ
, (29)





By adding this term to Eq. (26) we see that χse + χv = 0, restoring gauge invariance as expected.
Let us see now how this result is relevant for our problem. In the spirit of Eq. (21), for the sake of analytical
calculations one can model the intraband part of the B1g Raman response as






where the se superscript is used to remember that this is the result obtained adding only self-energy effects induced














(2pi)2 δ(Ω−Ek(θ)). As we discussed in the main text and in Sec. S1 above, the orbital composition of
the pocket in the nematic phase, and consequently the angular dependence of ΓB1g , is strongly influenced by the ratio
λ = ∆h/(bk
2): when λ < 1 the two orbitals equally contribute to band excitations, i.e. u2k ∼ cos2 θ, |vk|2 ∼ sin2 θ
and the Raman vertex is essentially d−wave symmetric (cos 2θ¯k ∝ cos 2θ), like in the tetragonal phase; when instead
λ  1, the pocket is almost entirely dxz, u2k ' 0, |vk|2 ' 1 and the Raman vertex develops an angle-independent
(s−wave) component, i.e. cos 2θ¯k ≈ −1. Therefore, one can conveniently write cos 2θ¯k = Γs,k + Γd,k cos 2θ, so that
〈Γ2B1g 〉 can be explicitly decomposed in the d−wave and the s−wave component
〈Γ2B1g 〉 = Γ2s + Γ2d. (33)
Obviously, mixed terms ΓsΓd = 〈Γs,kΓd,k cos 2θ〉 are always zero regardless the specific k-dependence of the Raman
vertex, since
´
dθ cos 2θ = 0. In the tetragonal phase 〈Γ2B1g 〉 = Γ2d, while in the nematic phase 〈Γ2B1g 〉 ≈ Γ2s if λ  1
and 〈Γ2B1g 〉 ≈ Γ2d when λ < 1.
Once established the general decomposition (33) we can compute again the vertex corrections due to disorder in
the same spirit of Eq. (27) before. However, in this case we have to consider the presence of a Raman ΓB1g vertex on













′)G(k′, ω, ω + Ω)G(k′, ω) . (34)
By transforming again the momentum integration in the angular average times the energy integration one easily sees
that only the Γs term survives in the vertex part, since 〈Γd〉 = 0. As a consequence, since 〈Γs〉2 = 〈Γ2s〉 the vertex





which means that vertex corrections are not relevant when the Raman vertex is purely d−wave symmetric, i.e. in the
tetragonal phase and in the nematic phase when λ is small. By summing Eq. (31) and (35) one obtains Eq. (6) of the
main manuscript, i.e.






To obtain the Γs component we have to compute the angular average of the Raman vertex, as detailed in Eq. (7) of
the main manuscript:







The Γ2d component is instead obtained as the difference between the average of the Raman vertex squared and its
mean value (37). As a consequence, the full result (36) can also be written as:
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<latexit sha1_base64="ST6T9OQGuxqTvuD9O/V4jxJE0w8=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpQRFFAGiTykxIrWl 0045c627taRIpOfoIWKDtHyMxT8C3ZIAQlTjWZ2tbMTxEpact1Pp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aNkqMwIaIVGTaAVhUMsQGSVLYjg2CDhS2gtF17rfGaKyMwnuaxOhrGIZyIAVQJrW7N6A19Ma9csWtujPwZeLNSYXNUe+Vv7r9SCQaQxIKrO14bkx+CoakUDgtdROLMYgRDLGT0 RA0Wj+d5Z3yk8QCRTxGw6XiMxF/b6SgrZ3oIJvUQA920cvF/7xOQoNLP5VhnBCGIj9EUuHskBVGZkUg70uDRJAnRy5DLsAAERrJQYhMTLJmSlkf3uL3y6R5VvXcqnd3XqldzZspsiN2zE6Zxy5Yjd2yOmswwRR7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf36TalGM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ST6T9OQGuxqTvuD9O/V4jxJE0w8=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpQRFFAGiTykxIrWl 0045c627taRIpOfoIWKDtHyMxT8C3ZIAQlTjWZ2tbMTxEpact1Pp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aNkqMwIaIVGTaAVhUMsQGSVLYjg2CDhS2gtF17rfGaKyMwnuaxOhrGIZyIAVQJrW7N6A19Ma9csWtujPwZeLNSYXNUe+Vv7r9SCQaQxIKrO14bkx+CoakUDgtdROLMYgRDLGT0 RA0Wj+d5Z3yk8QCRTxGw6XiMxF/b6SgrZ3oIJvUQA920cvF/7xOQoNLP5VhnBCGIj9EUuHskBVGZkUg70uDRJAnRy5DLsAAERrJQYhMTLJmSlkf3uL3y6R5VvXcqnd3XqldzZspsiN2zE6Zxy5Yjd2yOmswwRR7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf36TalGM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ST6T9OQGuxqTvuD9O/V4jxJE0w8=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpQRFFAGiTykxIrWl 0045c627taRIpOfoIWKDtHyMxT8C3ZIAQlTjWZ2tbMTxEpact1Pp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aNkqMwIaIVGTaAVhUMsQGSVLYjg2CDhS2gtF17rfGaKyMwnuaxOhrGIZyIAVQJrW7N6A19Ma9csWtujPwZeLNSYXNUe+Vv7r9SCQaQxIKrO14bkx+CoakUDgtdROLMYgRDLGT0 RA0Wj+d5Z3yk8QCRTxGw6XiMxF/b6SgrZ3oIJvUQA920cvF/7xOQoNLP5VhnBCGIj9EUuHskBVGZkUg70uDRJAnRy5DLsAAERrJQYhMTLJmSlkf3uL3y6R5VvXcqnd3XqldzZspsiN2zE6Zxy5Yjd2yOmswwRR7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf36TalGM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ST6T9OQGuxqTvuD9O/V4jxJE0w8=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpQRFFAGiTykxIrWl 0045c627taRIpOfoIWKDtHyMxT8C3ZIAQlTjWZ2tbMTxEpact1Pp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aNkqMwIaIVGTaAVhUMsQGSVLYjg2CDhS2gtF17rfGaKyMwnuaxOhrGIZyIAVQJrW7N6A19Ma9csWtujPwZeLNSYXNUe+Vv7r9SCQaQxIKrO14bkx+CoakUDgtdROLMYgRDLGT0 RA0Wj+d5Z3yk8QCRTxGw6XiMxF/b6SgrZ3oIJvUQA920cvF/7xOQoNLP5VhnBCGIj9EUuHskBVGZkUg70uDRJAnRy5DLsAAERrJQYhMTLJmSlkf3uL3y6R5VvXcqnd3XqldzZspsiN2zE6Zxy5Yjd2yOmswwRR7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf36TalGM=</latexit> seB1g +  
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B1g =
<latexit sha1_base64="5fZ6LSdVRr2A Lt9kwI/1s17dBnw=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0UoCCURQTdCqRuXFewD2h gm09t26OTBzE2hhPyCn+BXuNWVO3EruPBfTGoW2npWh3Pu5d5z3FAKjab5aRRWVtfWN 4qbpa3tnd298v5BWweR4tDigQxU12UapPChhQIldEMFzHMldNzJdeZ3pqC0CPw7nIVg e2zki6HgDFPJKVf7fCycuOHE1ihJ7mMNCT2lC+I0oVdOuWLWzDnoMrFyUiE5mk75qz8I eOSBj1wyrXuWGaIdM4WCS0hK/UhDyPiEjaCXUp95oO14niihJ5FmGNAQFBWSzkX4vRE zT+uZ56aTHsOxXvQy8T+vF+Hw0o6FH0YIPs8OoZAwP6S5EmlVQAdCASLLPgcqfMqZYoi gBGWcp2KUdldK+7AW0y+T9lnNMmvW7Xml3sibKZIjckyqxCIXpE5uSJO0CCcP5Ik8kx fj0Xg13oz3n9GCke8ckj8wPr4BYT+hsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5fZ6LSdVRr2A Lt9kwI/1s17dBnw=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0UoCCURQTdCqRuXFewD2h gm09t26OTBzE2hhPyCn+BXuNWVO3EruPBfTGoW2npWh3Pu5d5z3FAKjab5aRRWVtfWN 4qbpa3tnd298v5BWweR4tDigQxU12UapPChhQIldEMFzHMldNzJdeZ3pqC0CPw7nIVg e2zki6HgDFPJKVf7fCycuOHE1ihJ7mMNCT2lC+I0oVdOuWLWzDnoMrFyUiE5mk75qz8I eOSBj1wyrXuWGaIdM4WCS0hK/UhDyPiEjaCXUp95oO14niihJ5FmGNAQFBWSzkX4vRE zT+uZ56aTHsOxXvQy8T+vF+Hw0o6FH0YIPs8OoZAwP6S5EmlVQAdCASLLPgcqfMqZYoi gBGWcp2KUdldK+7AW0y+T9lnNMmvW7Xml3sibKZIjckyqxCIXpE5uSJO0CCcP5Ik8kx fj0Xg13oz3n9GCke8ckj8wPr4BYT+hsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5fZ6LSdVRr2A Lt9kwI/1s17dBnw=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0UoCCURQTdCqRuXFewD2h gm09t26OTBzE2hhPyCn+BXuNWVO3EruPBfTGoW2npWh3Pu5d5z3FAKjab5aRRWVtfWN 4qbpa3tnd298v5BWweR4tDigQxU12UapPChhQIldEMFzHMldNzJdeZ3pqC0CPw7nIVg e2zki6HgDFPJKVf7fCycuOHE1ihJ7mMNCT2lC+I0oVdOuWLWzDnoMrFyUiE5mk75qz8I eOSBj1wyrXuWGaIdM4WCS0hK/UhDyPiEjaCXUp95oO14niihJ5FmGNAQFBWSzkX4vRE zT+uZ56aTHsOxXvQy8T+vF+Hw0o6FH0YIPs8OoZAwP6S5EmlVQAdCASLLPgcqfMqZYoi gBGWcp2KUdldK+7AW0y+T9lnNMmvW7Xml3sibKZIjckyqxCIXpE5uSJO0CCcP5Ik8kx fj0Xg13oz3n9GCke8ckj8wPr4BYT+hsg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5fZ6LSdVRr2A Lt9kwI/1s17dBnw=">AAACHHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0UoCCURQTdCqRuXFewD2h gm09t26OTBzE2hhPyCn+BXuNWVO3EruPBfTGoW2npWh3Pu5d5z3FAKjab5aRRWVtfWN 4qbpa3tnd298v5BWweR4tDigQxU12UapPChhQIldEMFzHMldNzJdeZ3pqC0CPw7nIVg e2zki6HgDFPJKVf7fCycuOHE1ihJ7mMNCT2lC+I0oVdOuWLWzDnoMrFyUiE5mk75qz8I eOSBj1wyrXuWGaIdM4WCS0hK/UhDyPiEjaCXUp95oO14niihJ5FmGNAQFBWSzkX4vRE zT+uZ56aTHsOxXvQy8T+vF+Hw0o6FH0YIPs8OoZAwP6S5EmlVQAdCASLLPgcqfMqZYoi gBGWcp2KUdldK+7AW0y+T9lnNMmvW7Xml3sibKZIjckyqxCIXpE5uSJO0CCcP5Ik8kx fj0Xg13oz3n9GCke8ckj8wPr4BYT+hsg==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="gHrDDN9tJgEGYuYLt5+5zzMRpho=">AAAB83icbVDLSg NBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXBD0GvXhMwDwgWcLspBOHzD6Y6RFCyBd41ZM38eoHefBf3F33oNE6FVXddHUFiZKGXPfDKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YOOia0W2BaxinUv4AaV jLBNkhT2Eo08DBR2g+lN5ncfUBsZR3c0S9AP+SSSYyk4pVLrbFituXU3B/tLvILUoEBzWP0cjGJhQ4xIKG5M33MT8udckxQKF5WBNZhwMeUT7Kc04iEaf54HXbATazjFLEH NpGK5iD835jw0ZhYG6WTI6d4se5n4n9e3NL7y5zJKLGEkskMkFeaHjNAybQDZSGok4llyZDJigmtOhFoyLkQq2rSSStqHt/z9X9I5r3tu3Wtd1BrXRTNlOIJjOAUPLqEBt 9CENghAeIQneHas8+K8Om/foyWn2DmEX3DevwAOhpE0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gHrDDN9tJgEGYuYLt5+5zzMRpho=">AAAB83icbVDLSg NBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXBD0GvXhMwDwgWcLspBOHzD6Y6RFCyBd41ZM38eoHefBf3F33oNE6FVXddHUFiZKGXPfDKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YOOia0W2BaxinUv4AaV jLBNkhT2Eo08DBR2g+lN5ncfUBsZR3c0S9AP+SSSYyk4pVLrbFituXU3B/tLvILUoEBzWP0cjGJhQ4xIKG5M33MT8udckxQKF5WBNZhwMeUT7Kc04iEaf54HXbATazjFLEH NpGK5iD835jw0ZhYG6WTI6d4se5n4n9e3NL7y5zJKLGEkskMkFeaHjNAybQDZSGok4llyZDJigmtOhFoyLkQq2rSSStqHt/z9X9I5r3tu3Wtd1BrXRTNlOIJjOAUPLqEBt 9CENghAeIQneHas8+K8Om/foyWn2DmEX3DevwAOhpE0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gHrDDN9tJgEGYuYLt5+5zzMRpho=">AAAB83icbVDLSg NBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXBD0GvXhMwDwgWcLspBOHzD6Y6RFCyBd41ZM38eoHefBf3F33oNE6FVXddHUFiZKGXPfDKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YOOia0W2BaxinUv4AaV jLBNkhT2Eo08DBR2g+lN5ncfUBsZR3c0S9AP+SSSYyk4pVLrbFituXU3B/tLvILUoEBzWP0cjGJhQ4xIKG5M33MT8udckxQKF5WBNZhwMeUT7Kc04iEaf54HXbATazjFLEH NpGK5iD835jw0ZhYG6WTI6d4se5n4n9e3NL7y5zJKLGEkskMkFeaHjNAybQDZSGok4llyZDJigmtOhFoyLkQq2rSSStqHt/z9X9I5r3tu3Wtd1BrXRTNlOIJjOAUPLqEBt 9CENghAeIQneHas8+K8Om/foyWn2DmEX3DevwAOhpE0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gHrDDN9tJgEGYuYLt5+5zzMRpho=">AAAB83icbVDLSg NBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGFXBD0GvXhMwDwgWcLspBOHzD6Y6RFCyBd41ZM38eoHefBf3F33oNE6FVXddHUFiZKGXPfDKa2srq1vlDcrW9s7u3vV/YOOia0W2BaxinUv4AaV jLBNkhT2Eo08DBR2g+lN5ncfUBsZR3c0S9AP+SSSYyk4pVLrbFituXU3B/tLvILUoEBzWP0cjGJhQ4xIKG5M33MT8udckxQKF5WBNZhwMeUT7Kc04iEaf54HXbATazjFLEH NpGK5iD835jw0ZhYG6WTI6d4se5n4n9e3NL7y5zJKLGEkskMkFeaHjNAybQDZSGok4llyZDJigmtOhFoyLkQq2rSSStqHt/z9X9I5r3tu3Wtd1BrXRTNlOIJjOAUPLqEBt 9CENghAeIQneHas8+K8Om/foyWn2DmEX3DevwAOhpE0</latexit>
 v
<latexit sha1_base64="ST6T9OQGuxqTvuD9O/V4jxJE0w8=">A AAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpQRFFAGiTykxIrWl0045c627taRIpOfoIWKDtHyMxT8C3ZIAQlTjWZ2tbMTxEpact1Pp 7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aNkqMwIaIVGTaAVhUMsQGSVLYjg2CDhS2gtF17rfGaKyMwnuaxOhrGIZyIAVQJrW7N6A19Ma9csWtujPwZ eLNSYXNUe+Vv7r9SCQaQxIKrO14bkx+CoakUDgtdROLMYgRDLGT0RA0Wj+d5Z3yk8QCRTxGw6XiMxF/b6SgrZ3oIJvUQA920cvF/7xOQ oNLP5VhnBCGIj9EUuHskBVGZkUg70uDRJAnRy5DLsAAERrJQYhMTLJmSlkf3uL3y6R5VvXcqnd3XqldzZspsiN2zE6Zxy5Yjd2yOmsww RR7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf36TalGM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ST6T9OQGuxqTvuD9O/V4jxJE0w8=">A AAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpQRFFAGiTykxIrWl0045c627taRIpOfoIWKDtHyMxT8C3ZIAQlTjWZ2tbMTxEpact1Pp 7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aNkqMwIaIVGTaAVhUMsQGSVLYjg2CDhS2gtF17rfGaKyMwnuaxOhrGIZyIAVQJrW7N6A19Ma9csWtujPwZ eLNSYXNUe+Vv7r9SCQaQxIKrO14bkx+CoakUDgtdROLMYgRDLGT0RA0Wj+d5Z3yk8QCRTxGw6XiMxF/b6SgrZ3oIJvUQA920cvF/7xOQ oNLP5VhnBCGIj9EUuHskBVGZkUg70uDRJAnRy5DLsAAERrJQYhMTLJmSlkf3uL3y6R5VvXcqnd3XqldzZspsiN2zE6Zxy5Yjd2yOmsww RR7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf36TalGM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ST6T9OQGuxqTvuD9O/V4jxJE0w8=">A AAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpQRFFAGiTykxIrWl0045c627taRIpOfoIWKDtHyMxT8C3ZIAQlTjWZ2tbMTxEpact1Pp 7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aNkqMwIaIVGTaAVhUMsQGSVLYjg2CDhS2gtF17rfGaKyMwnuaxOhrGIZyIAVQJrW7N6A19Ma9csWtujPwZ eLNSYXNUe+Vv7r9SCQaQxIKrO14bkx+CoakUDgtdROLMYgRDLGT0RA0Wj+d5Z3yk8QCRTxGw6XiMxF/b6SgrZ3oIJvUQA920cvF/7xOQ oNLP5VhnBCGIj9EUuHskBVGZkUg70uDRJAnRy5DLsAAERrJQYhMTLJmSlkf3uL3y6R5VvXcqnd3XqldzZspsiN2zE6Zxy5Yjd2yOmsww RR7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf36TalGM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ST6T9OQGuxqTvuD9O/V4jxJE0w8=">A AAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIREpQRFFAGiTykxIrWl0045c627taRIpOfoIWKDtHyMxT8C3ZIAQlTjWZ2tbMTxEpact1Pp 7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w+aNkqMwIaIVGTaAVhUMsQGSVLYjg2CDhS2gtF17rfGaKyMwnuaxOhrGIZyIAVQJrW7N6A19Ma9csWtujPwZ eLNSYXNUe+Vv7r9SCQaQxIKrO14bkx+CoakUDgtdROLMYgRDLGT0RA0Wj+d5Z3yk8QCRTxGw6XiMxF/b6SgrZ3oIJvUQA920cvF/7xOQ oNLP5VhnBCGIj9EUuHskBVGZkUg70uDRJAnRy5DLsAAERrJQYhMTLJmSlkf3uL3y6R5VvXcqnd3XqldzZspsiN2zE6Zxy5Yjd2yOmsww RR7Ys/sxXl0Xp035/1ntODMdw7ZHzgf36TalGM=</latexit>
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Figure 6. Self-energy and vertex-correction contributions to the Raman response. On the bottom line we show the diagrammatic
representation of the self-consistent equation satisfied by the dressed vertex Γv.
